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Wilderness survival course online

Wow! Earthwork Programs is excited to announce its new membership site, where we will offer survival courses online! CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR SURVIVAL COURSE ONLINE TODAY RIGHT NOW FOR 30 DAYS WE OFFER THIS FREE 5 WEEK COURSE If you wanted to attend our programs but were unable to attend physically, these courses are
for you! A free bushcraft online survival course as a gift for you and your loved ones, Frank put together a free five-week online how to make a Fire Bushcraft Skills course! You will learn: Fire safety The 5 stages of fire What materials are needed to start a fire Correct extinction and more! All you have to do is register with your name and email address and
you will receive 5 weeks of lessons! CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR SURVIVAL COURSE ONLINE TODAY in Earthwork Programs /online course Post tags online courseResads sales loss Season This online course is over 60 minutes of jam packed information at a very reasonable price. You will be taken through the priorities of survival: psychology, shelter,
fire, water, food and emergency reporting. Acquire life-saving skills as you learn online at your own pace. This course will provide you with a good knowledge and skills base and is designed as a supplement to attend a field course to put these newly acquired survival skills into practice. Course details:There are 20 modular videos in this online course
consisting of: Main introduction GearssurvivalShelter introA-frame shelterLean-to shelterThe emergency space blanket Emergency blanketTranscept and processing of the fire lessonVering and processing the audience, tinder &amp; accelerantsThe drill at the bow part 1The bow exercise part 2Construct and establish firePower and purification of the
emergency Emergency reportingAd feeding experiencePower for foodBuying with hook and line Rabbit processing and cookingThe deadfall trap part Paiute 1The deadfall paiute trap part 2How do I access the course? Within 12 hours of purchase on our website you will be sent an email with links and passwords to access your course. You have the option to
access the course as much as you want for as long as you want. Shop here When it comes to learning wilderness survival skills online, you have plenty of options these days. Online technology now allows you to take an online survival course from a variety of different survival instructors on a staggering range of topics. The best online survival course is
really just a click away! One of the following online survival courses would be a great choice if you are interested in online wilderness survival training. OUTDOORCORE.com is an online HUB for learning survival in the wilderness. COURSE TITLE: Modern Survival - Wilderness Skills Price: $99 ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE LINK: Course Description: In this
comprehensive online desert survival course that includes seven field booklets, Jason teaches you the same content he teaches in his hands-on hands-on at Campcraft Outdoors Field School. If you've ever wondered if you can learn wilderness survival skills online, this is the course for you! This course is based on rule 80/20. This universal principle applies
to many areas of life, including survival. You can go to an outdoor school a couple of states away, invest thousands of dollars in your equipment, travel expenses, and class fees, and then plan to spend the next few years or less attending these classes. Or you can take a shortcut: learn 20% of the survival knowledge that will help you in 80% of situations.
And that's what the Modern Survival resume is all about: a lumberjack shortcut to develop life-saving skills for crisis and emergency situations. Online video instructions for skills related to all critical areas of survival are covered, including fire starter skills, shelter skills, hydration, food supply, knots, and rescue. Get ready to learn 20% of the skills that make
80% of the difference! This is truly one of the most comprehensive online survival courses you've ever found. About the instructor: Jason Hunt Jason was a lifelong student in the open air. Since early childhood, he has spent countless hours venturing and exploring the woods and hunting, fishing and camping with his family. Jason is the founder and chief
instructor of Campcraft Outdoors Field School where he trains others to meet spiritual growth through outdoor skill training. He is an avid writer, appearing regularly in Survivor's Edge Magazine, Backwoods Survival Guide and Prepper's Survival Guide and is an author published after writing Walking the Narrow Path, Reasons for the Seasons and bushcraft
first aid. He is a specialist in modern survival, wilderness and austere medicine with credentials from The Pathfinder School, Randall's Adventure &amp; Training, NASAR, ASHI, KY Emergency Management, Wilderness Medical Society and Med-Tact School of Tactical Medicine. Jason and his family also produce their own line of handcrafted waxed canvas
bags, read more about visiting www.campcraftoutdoors.com COURSE TITLE: Introduction to the Study of Edible &amp; Medicinal Plants Price: $18.99 ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE LINK: Course Description: Taught by Master Naturalist, Craig Caudill, this is a fundamental online survival course for those interested in learning about edible and medicinal wild
plants. It provides the resources you need to study effectively and safely, regardless of your level of expertise. There is no doubt that the food and medicine of wild plants are a large part of the skills of in the wilderness. However, figuring out how to learn these skills can be very overwhelming. This is a beginner's course for those who have just begun that
journey of wanting to learn what food and medicinal resources are available from wild plants. This course cuts through all the clutter and helps you dig with topics like choosing field manuals and even sketching implants to help with identification. Instructor Information: Craig Caudill is an experienced lumberjack, author, podcaster and educator on topics and
related to the great outdoors. He served as a backcountry skills instructor for the Department of Defense, rescuers at the federal, state and local levels, as well as thousands of people every day like you and me. He's a certified Master Naturalist and brings a lifetime of outdoor experience and practical wisdom to his courses here at Outdoor Core. Craig is the
principal director/instructor of the Nature Reliance School, based in central Kentucky. You can reach Craig at www.naturereliance.org. COURSE TITLE: Roycraft Packframe construction Price: $9.99 ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE LINK: Course Description: Wooden packframes of all shapes and sizes have been around for centuries, but the triangular three-
pole frame created by boreal forest survivalist Thomas Roycraft is the ultimate in wooden frame designs. Its simplicity of the required materials, ease of construction, robust architecture and versatility as a wild tool distinguish it from others. In this online survival course, instructor Kevin Dean will guide you through all the steps of creating your own custom
Roycraft Packframe, from collecting the right materials, to using it for a variety of tasks in and out of the field, with lots of tips and tricks along the way. This course is designed to incorporate different bushcraft skills, such as the familiarity of knots and lashes, the craftsmanship of knives and the skilful use of natural materials, to achieve the final result.
Whether building functional equipment from nature intrigues you or you want to gain more knowledge for your survival skills, this course is for you. When it comes to desert survival, having a backpack to carry resources is critical. However, in many sudden and unexpected survival scenarios, modern backpacks may not be available. The alternative is to
create yourself. This online survival course will guide you through step by step the process of making your survival backpack using some cordage and natural resources that can be found around you. Instructor Information: Kevin Dean is the founder of tawodi nature school in central Ohio. A former mountain guide and park ranger, Kevin has traveled
extensively through the wilds of North America and now specializes in traditional life skills. He teaches bushcraft and naturalistic connection on his property in the eastern woods. COURSE TITLE: Build the perfect Out bag online survival course price: $32.95 ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE LINK: An online survival course on how to build a 72-hour disaster
survival kit. Course Description: Survival Survival are available in all different forms. Some start in the desert when someone is stuck or lost. Others start at home when a large-scale natural disaster occurs. In this online survival course, you'll learn how to prepare and navigate a BUG OUT SURVIVAL SCENARIO that could force you to leave your home in
search of a safer destination. Learn how to build a handy 72-hour disaster survival kit (Bug Out Bag) without the overwhelm. Creek Stewart, author of Build the Perfect Bug Out Bag, teaches you exactly how to assemble your kit, piece by piece and step by step. Then, it takes you to the field and shows you how to use the most important equipment. By the
end of this online survival video course, you'll have not only a proven time-tested equipment checklist, but also knowledge of how to use it when you need it most. WATCH THIS SAMPLE VIDEO FROM THIS COURSE ON HOW TO USE AN IRON ROD: About the Instructor: Creek Stewart is a desert survival instructor, author, and TV host. He currently hosts
the hit show SOS HOW TO SURVIVE on The Weather Channel and is the owner of the Willow Haven Outdoor Survival School in central Indiana. COURSE TITLE: How to make a survival bow &amp; arrow [in 1 day] Price: $29.99 ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE LINK: Course description: The Bow &amp; Arrow is a survival tool that helped humans climb their
way to the top of the food chain. Before modern materials were available, our ancestors made their bows and arrows from the landscape using flexible sampling, stone tools, and plant fibers. Amazing! Now, however, these skills are quickly forgotten. In this online survival course, you'll learn how to make a powerful survival bow and arrow and keep this
knowledge alive. Taught by bowyer expert Dave Mead, this survival course simplifies the process of making a survival bow and arrow from materials found in 1 day or less. It will allow you to go out into your habitat and feel confident to tackle this ability, no matter where you live. Many topics will be covered in great detail including improvised survival
arrowheads from objects found neglected, shooting techniques, hunting tactics to practice in the field, and much more! This course also includes an additional BONUS survival arch from bamboo! You will be surprised how easy it is! After taking this online wilderness survival course, you'll feel confident building effective self-defense or hunting Bow &amp;
Arrow if you're ever in a situation to do or die for. See you inside! About instructor Dave Mead is the founder of Mead a renowned bowyer, author and illustrator. Dave taught how to build beautiful high-performance arches for many years. His work has been featured in countless online and off-line publications including Primitive Archer Magazine and American
Survival Guide Magazine. COURSE TITLE: How to start a fire with the bow drill [FREE ONLINE SURVIVAL COURSE] Price: $FREE ONLINE ONLINE COURSE LINK: of the course: Have you ever wanted to learn how to stick a fire by rubbing sticks together? If so, then this FREE online survival course is for you! Wilderness survival instructor Creek Stewart
guides you step by step through the process of starting a fire using the drill in the bow. Fire is one of the most important survival priorities, and if modern fire starter tools such as a lighter or iron rod are not available, you may be forced to start one using primitive technology such as bow drill. Instructor Information: Creek Stewart is a desert survival instructor,
author, and television host. He currently hosts the hit show SOS HOW TO SURVIVE on The Weather Channel and is the owner of the Willow Haven Outdoor Survival School in central Indiana. BENEFITS OF TAKING A SURVIVAL COURSE ONLINE Many people wonder if it's really possible to learn wilderness survival skills in an online survival course. The
answer is ABSOLUTELY! Below are some of the most compelling benefits of taking an online survival course. LOWER COST: Online survival courses are significantly less expensive than live courses in the field. Teaching online allows a survival instructor to teach many people at once without all the overload. This reduces costs and savings are passed on
to student.NO TRAVEL: One of the biggest drawbacks of taking live wilderness survival courses is that it's rarely the course you want to take offered nearby where you live. Often, the course you are interested in is several states away. Online learning eliminates the need to travel (and take off from work). GET TO KNOW A SURVIVAL INSTRUCTOR
BEFORE COMMITTING TO A LIVE COURSE: Taking an online survival course allows you to test the waters with a particular instructor at very little risk before committing to a trip to a live course. You can see their teaching style and make a very educated decision whether or not you plan to enjoy a more in-depth course with that instructor in person. LEARN
AT YOUR OWN PACE: A huge advantage of online video education is that you have the ability to rewind and review lessons at your own pace. This is priceless when following home in your back yard or wild area. Due to time constraints in live courses, multiple demonstrations may not be possible. Online survival courses offer an infinite number of
demonstrations. LEARN THE SAME TOPIC FROM MULTIPLE INSTRUCTORS: When you participate in a live survival course, you're typically limited to learning from an online instructor. This it only gives a teaching perspective and a series of experiences. When taking survival courses online, you have the chance to learn the same subject from multiple
instructors. This gives you a much broader understanding of the topic because it is taught in different ways by multiple people with completely different people lifestyle styles and sets. Just because there are survival courses online doesn't mean live survival courses are outdated or useless. It's exactly the opposite. Online survival courses can garner genuine
interest from someone I wouldn't otherwise consider traveling in a live course. I am a fantastic forerunner of live courses not only by allowing the student to learn survival skills on their own terms, but at the same time providing a passive income stream to the instructor. It's a WIN-WIN all around. The bottom line is that online survival courses offer the student
(customer) more options. (Visited 1 time, 1 visit today) today)
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